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X-ray powder diffraction (XRPD) is a powerful tool for the 
investigation of polycrystalline pharmaceutical solids, being widely 
applied to phase-identification (“fingerprinting”) of solid forms during 
experimental crystallisation searches during preclinical development 
screening [1], [2]. With the availability of modern diffractometers, 
yielding high quality data, plus free and commercial software tools, 
structure determination from powder diffraction data (SDPD) using 
global optmisation approaches, XRPD has also become widely used 
for structural analysis in the absence of suitable single crystal samples. 
As such, it is increasingly an important element of studies into novel 
molecular materials [3], polymorphs [4] and solvates [5]. Signifcantly, 
the structures of many pharmaceutical solids are complex comprising 
large, flexible molecules often with multiple fragments (co-crystals, 
salts, solvates), Z’>1 and possibly disorder. These features contribute 
to the overall complexity of the problem in terms of both the molecular 
(internal Degrees of Freedom, DoF) and crystallographic (external 
DoF) complexity. In order to maximise the chances of successfully 
locating the global minimum, particulary for such complex problems, 
a number of strategies can be adopted. Here we will focus, through 
the use of examples, on steps in the process that contribute to the 
successful, routine application of SDPD to challenging systems. 
This will include: data collection approaches; accurate input model 
generation; implementation of global optimisation calculations and 
the use of modal torsion angle constraints from the CSD [6]; robust 
Rietveld analaysis and methods for final structure verification.
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The solution of crystal structures from powder diffraction data has 
been revolutionized by the use of model building coupled with global 
optimization methods and simulated annealing [1]. The charge flipping 
technique for solving crystal structures [2] has also had a considerable 
impact in areas such as incommensurate structures, and situations 
where the space group is uncertain or unknown, and this method is 
also applicable to powder diffraction data. It is widely presumed 
that complete data to atomic resolution are needed for success with 
this technique, but with the incorporation of the maximum entropy 

formalism [3], the method can be shown to work with data at ca. 2Å 
resolution. This combined approach works as follows:

1. Reflection intensities are extracted from the powder diffraction data 
using either the Pawley or the LeBail method.

2. The reflection data are passed to the Superflip computer program 
[4] which carries out charge flipping using the powder diffraction 
options. A total of 100 phase sets, starting from random phase 
choices, are generated and passed to the maximum entropy program 
MICE [5]. In general the solutions generated by Superflip with this 
data do not converge even after 10000 cycles and/or they have large 
figures of merit, and cannot be distinguished from each other.

3. Each phase set is subjected to constrained entropy maximization and 
an associated log-likelihood (LLG) figure of merit is.calculated 

4. Electron density maps (in the form of centroid maps [6]) are 
computed for the top 24 solutions as ranked by LLG.

5. These maps are filtered by histogram matching [7], and the top 5-15 
retained and examined.
The method has been used successfully on a number of powder 

XRD datasets collected from structures of varying molecular and 
crystallographic complexity of pharmaceutical importance [8]. In 
some favourable cases, maximum entropy alone (without the use of 
Superflip) can be successful. The solutions may well prove useful in 
defining approximate molecular envelopes that can be used as a starting 
point for model building methods.
The methodology also works for electron diffraction data including 
two-dimensional data sets.
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In recent years, modern powder diffraction techniques have been 
applied to several microcrystalline proteins. The use of high-resolution 
synchrotron data, together with new analysis procedures, has stimulated 
exciting progress which is showing that powders can offer unique 
opportunities for the structural characterization of proteins and are 
complementary to existing methods. The developments in experimental 
methods and instrumentation have been absolutely essential, and they 
will be discussed [1], [2], [3]. Perhaps the most enticing goal for any 
crystallographer is to solve new structures, and thus we will discuss the 
progress and prospects for powder diffraction data in this area. We will 
describe some of the structural refinements which have been carried out for 
powders using single or multiple pattern fitting and the Rietveld method [1]. 
The application of the powder diffraction method to phase identification in 
mixtures and crystal screening [4], [5] will also be illustrated.
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